Exciting Natural Organic Skincare Brand Urthmos Celebrates Grand
Opening

New skincare brand Urthmos incorporates vegan-friendly, ethically sourced Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Ayurvedic herbs to deliver remarkable benefits. Its exciting online store is now open and
shipping orders.
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For many beauty and health enthusiasts it is becoming clearer,
when it comes to skincare, avoiding harsh chemicals and instead
using classic herbal methods is the smart direction to take. In that
spirit, new natural and organic skincare brand Urthmos is
answering the call. Urthmos uses a base of Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Ayurveda herbs, all the highest quality and
ethically sourced. They are focused on bringing health and
beauty to mature and sensitive skin. Shoppers have met the new
brand and its direction with enthusiasm.
“We are happy to offer the soft luxurious side of Mother Nature
here at Urthmos,” commented a spokesperson from the brand.
“The effects can be dramatic while remaining completely safe,
natural and organic. Try Urthmos and its easy to see the big
difference firsthand.”
Currently, two collections from the brand are available, the “Age Gracefully Collection” and the
“Sensitive Skin & Skin Restoration Collection”, with the latest “China Rose Collection” planned to
debut later in 2020. All are crafted with the same meticulous attention to detail, and premium veganfriendly ingredients to help ensure complete quality control and customer satisfaction.
According to Urthmos, highlights of its most popular products include “The 7 Goddesses Serum”;
“Tremellahari Facial Cream”; “Cong Gen Sensitive Skin Cream”; “Exotica Facial Toner”; and “Amor
Luxur Facial Cleanser”, to name just a few.
The brand has won praise with shoppers of all ages, being credited with helping mature skin look and
feel more youthful with mature users, while also giving a vibrant glow, boosting self-esteem with
younger users interested in celebrating their budding beauty. This versatility is a testament to its time-

tested, traditional ingredients in the brand’s developer’s opinion, something which sets it apart from
nearly all its competitors, large or small.
All orders of $60 and more even ship for free. The company is happy to offer wholesale rates for those
who would like to keep Urthmos products and collections in stock in their own quality-focused shop
and spas.
Early customers have been consistently passionate with their endorsements of Urthmos. This points to
a very bright future for the emerging brand as its message is quickly spreading both online and off,
fueled by remarkable feedback.
Ann, from New York, recently said in a five-star review, “I can use a gel based hyaluronic acid infused
moisturizer along with a thick moisturizer on top of ceramides, topped off with pure Argan Oil and still
not achieve the level of hydration, smoothness, and silkiness the my skin wakes up to in the morning
when I just use the 7 Goddesses Serum Alone. It’s just THAT GOOD!”
For more information on the brand, the latest news from Urthmos or to order be sure to visit
https://urthmos.com.

